Above fce the observed emission is consistent with being X mode. An attempt is made to identify the source of the O mode radiation. Quasi-electrostatic waves are sometimes identified below the upper hybrid frequency when the plasma sheet boundary is crossed. We suggest that these electrostatic waves, which are presumably generated by field-aligned electron beams flowing along plasma sheet boundary, are successively mode converted into Z and later O mode. Thus the O mode observed mostly outside the plasma sheet is generated by mode conversion of primary electrostatic waves.
Introduction
The analysis of data from the Voyager plasma wave subsystem (PWS)obtained within Jupiter's magnetosphere has provided evidence for the presence of three bands of emissions covering a wide range of frequencies extending from a few hertz and to few kilohertz [Gurnett et al., 1980] with an amplitude that remains about the same over a timescale of months [Barbosa, 1981] . Depending upon the location of Voyager, different plasma conditions have been encountered, leading to the identification of different modes. Low-frequency electromagnetic radiation, well below the electron gyrofrequency, has been detected in the lobes of Jupiter's magnetotail by Moses et al. [1987] , who identified the low-frequency cutoff as the plasma frequency fp, and they therefore conclude that the observed mode is O mode. The emission detected below fp has been interpreted as being preferentially a Z mode radiation. Another class of emissions confined to the magnetic equator has been detected in the middle magnetosphere in a region where fe>fce, by Kennel et al. [1987] and by Barbosa et al. [1990] What is the origin of type C/O mode emissions? As indicated above, there is a sharp increase of f• at the edges of the plasma sheet, where O mode emissions cut off. This provides evidence for a sharp density gradient directed toward the center of the plasma sheet. The magnetic field gradient is oppositely directed, and this gradient is sharp near the plasma sheet center (current sheet). Near the plasma sheet boundary, f• matches fc• and on some occasions intense type B, narrowband emissions are observed for f~fc•. This is the case, for instance, between t=0430 and t=0450 UT on Plate 2. We have not found any of these bursty monochromatic emissions of brief duration with a magnetic component. Therefore we consider these waves to be electrostatic. They correspond probably to the Z radiation reported by and Barbosa et al. [1990] . These electrostatic emissions could result from the interaction with parallel electron beams flowing along the boundary of the plasma sheet toward or away from the planet. The emitted frequency f0 is located in a very limited frequency range, between f•, or fce (whatever is the larger) and fu, which could reach a maximum value: x/2f•,, iffce=f•,. Given that the magnetic field is essentially along the plasma sheet boundary and that the density and magnetic field gradients are essentially perpendicular to it, one can assume that the medium is stratified in a direction perpendicular to the magnetic field.
Thus, as the waves propapagate, k, is essentially constant, and kñ varies, which makes it possible to use the classical techniques developed for stratified media. As they propagate toward the center of the plasma sheet, quasi-electrostatic waves become electromagnetic Z mode. Budden [1985] has studied the propagation of radio waves in a stratified medium (the Earth ionosphere), and we have based our analysis on his results. For sake of simplification we have assumed that 
